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Abstract 
Because of the expanding prominence of CLOUD computing, an ever-increasing number of 

information proprietors are inspired for outsourcing their information to the servers of cloud for 

extraordinary convenience as well as lessened price in management of Data. However, encryption of 

the delicate data must be done before outsourcing it for the security necessities, which obsoletes 

utilization of data like retrieving the documents based on the keyword. In this paper, we present a 

protected multi-keyword ranked search algorithm over the data stored on the CLOUD server in the 

encoded form, where operations which are dynamic are supported by it simultaneously like deletion 

and insertion of any document. For constructing an index and generating the query, the vector space 

model and the broadly used TF-IDF model are combined. Further, a tree based index structure has 

been constructed and to give a productive “multi-keyword” ranked search, we proposed a “Greedy 

Depth-first Search” algorithm. To encode a query vector and an index, we used a secure kNN 

algorithm as well as the accurate relevance score calculation between query vectors and an index is 

ensured. With a specific end goal to resist statistics attacks, phantom terms are added to the vector of 

indices for blinding items in the query. Sub-linear search time can be achieved by the proposed 

algorithm as well as insertion and deletion are managed to ensure the flexibility. 

 

Keywords: CLOUD Computing, Outsourcing, Multi-Keyword ranked algorithm, kNN, Encryption 

 

Introduction 

A new model of the IT foundation enterprise is known as CLOUD computing, where 

colossal resource of applications, storage and computing can be organized as well as clients 

are empowered to take pleasure of convenient, ordinary and on-demand access of network to 

a shared pool of configurable computing assets with incredible effectiveness and 

insignificant financial overhead. Both individuals and enterprises are attracted by these 

engaging components of the CLOUD computing. So rather than buying hardware and the 

software to deal with the data themselves, they are inspired to outsource their delicate data to 

the CLOUD. Even though there are various advantages of outsourcing the data to the 

CLOUD, protection concerns are brought when outsourcing the sensitive data to the remote 

servers like finance data of the company, id proof documents, e-mails etc. Data of the clients 

are kept with the CLOUD service provides who may access the delicate data without 

approval. So, a general way is used to encode the data before outsourcing it. But this will 

bring about an immense cost as far as data ease of use. For retrieving the information on the 

basis of keywords there exists many keywords based techniques which are mostly utilized 

for the plain text data. But these techniques cannot be straightforwardly applied to the 

encoded data. Downloading the delicate data from the cloud and then decode the same 

locally is clearly unfeasible. For addressing this issue, some general-purpose solutions have 

been outlined by the researchers with completely homomorphic encryption as well as with 

the oblivious RAMs. However, these strategies are impractical because of their 

computational overhead which is very high for both the users of cloud and the cloud server.  
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Fig. 1: Data Storage in Cloud 

 

In fig 1, it is shown that first the data which are stored into 

the files are encrypted as well as indexed and then store it 

on the Cloud servers. When any user needs to download 

any data file, he sends a request to the Cloud servers for 

accessing the data. Data owners give an access for the 

downloading of the file if he is an authorized user. And 

then user searches with the ‘keyword’ and he gets all the 

documents which has the searched keyword present in the 

documents (files) with the probabilities of occurrences of 

the keywords in the document. And finally, the file has 

been sent to the user. 

In the current years, numerous cipher text search 

algorithms have been proposed by incorporating the 

cryptography techniques by the researchers. These 

techniques have been demonstrated with provable security, 

but enormous operations are required by their techniques as 

well as time complexity is very high. In this manner, 

previous strategies are not appropriate for the circumstance 

of big data where volume of data is huge and online data 

dealing is required by the applications. 

Also, the relationship between documents is hidden in the 

above strategies. The properties of the documents are 

represented by the relationship between the documents and 

henceforth keeping up the relationship is indispensable for 

document express completely. On the other hand, damaged 

data may be contained in the data search results which are 

coming back to the users due to hardware/software failure 

or corruption in the storage or intruder or the malicious 

administrator may distort it. In this manner, a verifiable 

scheme ought to be given to users to check the rightness 

furthermore, completeness of the search items. 

In actuality, particular contributions have been made by 

searchable encoded (SE) schemes which are the more 

practical uncommon purpose solutions as far as 

productivity, security and functionality are considered. The 

customer is enabled for storing the data in encoded format 

to the cloud as well as searching for keywords is executed 

over the domain cipher text by searchable encoded scheme. 

Up until now, to accomplish various search functionality 

like multi keyword ranked search, single keyword search, 

ranked search, similarity search etc. under various threat 

model, it has proposed an abundant work. Among all these 

techniques, more attention has been achieved by multi-

keyword ranked search for its reasonable applicability. 

Recently it has proposed some dynamic schemes to bolster 

insertion and deletion operations for the document 

collections. These are critical acts as it is exceptionally 

conceivable that the owners of the data need to modernize 

their data on the cloud server. In any case, effective multi-

keyword ranked search is supported by the few of the 

dynamic schemes. 

In this paper, we utilize the vector space model and a vector 

represent each and every document. Which implies each 

and every document can be viewed as a point in a high 

dimensional space. Because of the connection between 

various documents, every one of the documents can be 

separated into a few classifications. We can say that short 

distance points in the high dimensional space can be 

characterized into a particular category. The hunt time can 

be to a great extent lessened by choosing the coveted 

category and surrendering the irrelevant classifications. 

Contrasting and every one of the documents in the dataset, 

the quantity of document which user goes for is little. 

Because of the modest number of the coveted documents, a 

particular classification can be further isolated into a few 

sub-categories.  

Rather than utilizing the conventional sequence search 

strategy, it creates a backtracking scheme for searching the 

final records. The categories will be first searched by the 

cloud servers as well as get the base craved sub-category. 

After this a desired k documents are chosen by the cloud 

server from the base desired sub-category. The user 

chooses the value of k previously and sends the same to the 

cloud server. On the off chance that present sub-

classification cannot fulfil the k records, cloud server will 

follow back to its parent and select the coveted documents 

from its sibling categories. This procedure will be executed 

recursively until the coveted k documents are fulfilled or 

the root is come to. 

To check the trustworthiness of the result, we have 

developed a hash function which has a verifiable structure. 

Each report will be hashed and for document 

representation, hash results will be utilized. The hashed 

aftereffects of records will be hashed again with the 

category data that these records have a place with and the 

outcome will be utilized to represent to the present 

category. Essentially, hash result of the combination of 

category which is used currently and the sub-categories 

information represent each and every category. To 

represent all the categories and the information associated 

with the same, a virtual root has been built. The virtual root 

is indicated by the hash result of the link of the 

considerable number of categories situated in the first level. 

The virtual root will be marked with the goal that it is 

verifiable. The virtual root is confirmed by the user for 

verifying any document rather than checking each and 

every report. 

 

Literature Survey 

We have studied the issue of encrypting the public key with 

conjunctive search of keywords (PECK). A client is 

empowered by the encryption of keyword search for 

outsourcing his sensitive data to the capacity of server 

which is untrusted along with the assurance that to 

specifically search the data which he has outsourced 

without any leaking in it. [5] The document search is 

provided by the PECK which contains each of few 

keywords over a public key setting. Here, initially an 

effective PECK algorithm has been developed which 

proves security over a Diffie-Hellman algorithm which is a 

linear and decisional assumption in the irregular model of 
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oracle. As compared to the past algorithms, it has the 

shortest cipher text size as well as an equivalent 

computational overhead is required. Another scheme has 

been introduced for overcoming the security issues as 

multi-user PECK scheme. [7] An efficient computation and 

communication overhead have been achieved by this 

scheme and it adequately deals with the storage in a server 

for few customers. [18] 

The worldview of data service outsourcing is economically 

empowered by CLOUD computing. However, for securing 

data privacy, encoding of the sensitive CLOUD data must 

be done before outsourcing the same to the business public 

CLOUD and because of it, an effective data utilization 

service is made an extremely difficult task. [12,23,25] 

Users can securely search over encoded data based on 

keywords via conventional searchable encoded strategies, 

but only Boolean search are supported by them which are 

not adequate to meet the efficient data utilization which is 

characteristically in demand by enormous users and 

tremendous measure of files where data are stored to the 

CLOUD servers. [26] The problem of secured ranked 

keyword search algorithm over encoded CLOUD data has 

been solved. System usability is empowered by the ranked 

search algorithm by empowering search output relevance 

ranking as opposed to send the undifferentiated outcomes 

and further retrieval of the file exactness is guaranteed. [28] 

For guaranteeing privacy, authors implement an algorithm 

which is Strong Designated Verifier Signature (SDVS). 

[19] In this algorithm, the signers signature can be verified 

only by the designated verifier.[20,28,30] Another 

computationally indistinguishable SDVC can be produced 

by the designated verifier which is alluded to as non-

transferability, so in the meantime the signature can’t be 

exchanged by the designated verifier to any outsider (third 

party).[31] A proxy signature scheme is a unique kind of 

digital signature scheme among all schemes used for 

generating signatures where an authorized proxy signer is 

empowered to create a legitimate proxy signature for the 

benefit of the original one. As well as anyone can publicly 

verify the resulted proxy signature. So, a new efficient 

algorithm is proposed as Strong Designated Verifier Proxy 

Signature (SDVPS) where just a designated verifier can be 

persuaded of the proxy signer’s identity. In an organization 

operation and in the electronic trade, the proposed 

algorithm has significant advantages. [28] Contrasted and 

related to the schemes, it has shorter length of the signature 

as well as computational expenses are lessened.  

The most up to date term for the vision as long-dreamed of 

computing as a utility is CLOUD computing? The 

advantageous, on-request network is provided by the 

CLOUD to a centralized pool of configurable computing 

resources that can be deployed rapidly with higher 

efficiency and minimal overhead of management [4]. With 

its exceptional focal points, a crucial outlook change is 

empowered by CLOUD computing as to deploy and deliver 

computing services. [3,4] So, the outsourcing of the 

possible computing is made by it to such an extent that both 

individuals and an enterprise can abstain from conferring 

substantial costs of capital when buying and managing 

hardware and software, as well as additionally management 

of the overhead contained by operations in it. 

First sub-linear searchable symmetric encryption (SSE) 

protocol is designed and implemented by the author where 

general Boolean queries and conjunctive search are 

supported by it on encoded data which are symmetric. As 

well as it scales to vast data sets and self-assertively data 

those are structured which includes text search which is 

free. [5,10] Work in this area has concentrated essentially 

on searching for a single keyword. Work linear was 

required by earlier SSE developments where the average 

number of documents is stored in the database. [10,14] 

Great security was given by it just for attribute data which 

are structured, these solutions are rendered too slow and 

unbendable for huge databases which are practically used 

for the instance of conjunctive search. Conversely, authors 

concept gives a sensible and practical trade off amongst 

security and performance by proficiently supporting vast 

databases at the cost of all around leakage as well as 

moderate to the server where data are outsourced [5,7]. 

 

Problem Statement 

Three entities are contained by the framework in fig. 1 as  

Data Owners – which owns large set of data  

Cloud Server – where the data are stored by the data 

owners. 

Data User – who uses the data which are stored by data 

owners in the cloud server. Data owners grant the 

permission to access the data. 

The responsibility of a data owner is to gather the 

documents, then to build an index of that document 

followed by outsourcing it to the server with the 

encryption. Aside from it, the data users have to get the 

approval from the data owners to access the data which are 

placed at the cloud server by the data owners. A numerous 

storage space is provided by the cloud server along with the 

cipher text search which needs computation assets. The 

encrypted index is searched by the cloud server after 

getting a legitimate request from the data owner and top - k 

documents are sent by it to the data users that are destined 

to coordinate data user’s request. Data user chooses the 

number k to retrieve the documents. The framework which 

we have designed goes for protecting information from the 

spilling the data to the cloud server along with the 

enhancing the proficiency of cipher text search on the cloud 

server. The data users and the data owners are trusted in 

this model and the cloud server is semi trusted which 

means the predicted order is strictly followed by the cloud 

server as well as it tries to get more relevant information 

about the index and the data. 

Threat Models - The two threat model conducts adversary’s 

capacity. Those are as follows: 

Known Cipher Text Model – document collection along 

with the indexed data and the keywords for querying in 

encrypted format can get by the cloud servers by this 

model. 

Known Background Model – In this model more 

information is known by the cloud servers than the 

previous model i.e. Known Cipher Text Model. 

Information of the datasets which has the statistical 

background such as record recurrence as well as term 

recurrence information of the particular keyword can be 

utilized by the cloud server to dispatch a statistical assault 

to induce or distinguish particular keyword after querying it 

to the cloud server by the data users. 

Goals - We have designed the system for achieving the 

following goals. They are as follows: 

Efficient Searching – the time complexity of pursuit time 

should be logarithmic against the size of collection of the 
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data with a specific end goal with the explosive 

development of size of documents in enormous data 

situation. 

Accuracy of Retrieval – Accuracy in retrieving the data 

from the cloud servers is identified with the two elements 

as the relevance between the reports which are in result set 

and the query which is fired to get the particular document 

as well as the relevance of records in the outcome set. 

Search Result Integrity – The Search Result Integrity 

includes three perspectives as follows: 

Correctness - Data owners upload the document in the 

Cloud server who returns the documents which remains 

unmodified. 

Completeness – Qualified records cannot be omitted from 

the search results. 

Freshness – The latest version of the record sets is returned 

from the dataset. 

Protection Necessities - a progression of security 

necessities is set by us which now a day’s researchers 

concentrate on. 

Protection of Data - The confidentiality and the protection 

of records are presented by protection of data. The foe can't 

get the plaintext of records put away on the cloud server if 

information security is ensured. The ordinary approach to 

accomplish the data security is Symmetric Cryptography. 

Privacy of an Index - Index protection implies the capacity 

to baffle the foe endeavour to take the data put away in the 

index. Such data incorporates keywords and the TF (Term 

Frequency) of keywords in archives, the point of records, et 

cetera.  

Privacy of Keywords - It is imperative to ensure clients 

keywords which are used for querying. The algorithm 

which generates the query securely ought to yield trapdoor 

which does not leak any data regarding the keywords which 

are queried. 

Unlink Ability for Trapdoors – Unlink ability of Trapdoors 

implies that each and every trapdoor produced from the 

query is distinctive, notwithstanding for a similar inquiry. It 

can be acknowledged by incorporating an irregular capacity 

in the trapdoor era handle. On the off chance that the 

enemy can derive the specific arrangement of trapdoors 

which all compares to a similar keyword, he can compute 

the recurrence of this keyword in pursuit ask for in a 

specific period. Consolidated with the document recurrence 

of keyword in known foundation model, he/she can utilize 

measurable assault to recognize the plain watchword 

behind these trapdoors.  

Privacy of Rank - Rank request of indexed results ought to 

be very much secured. In the event that the rank request 

stays unaltered, the foe can look at the rank request of 

various indexed result, facilitate recognize the keyword 

search. 

Accommodation of sharing the data by means of CLOUD 

storage, clients are likewise progressively worried about 

unintentional leak of data in the cloud. Such data leaks, 

brought about by a pernicious foe or a making trouble 

cloud administrator, can generally prompt to genuine 

breaks of individual protection or business mysteries to 

address clients worries over potential data leaks in CLOUD 

storage. 

So, primary objective of this paper is to outsource the data 

on the cloud servers for comfort and lessened cost in data 

administration. To achieve this, a secure multi-keyword 

ranked search algorithm has been implemented over 

encoded CLOUD data which supports dynamic insert and 

delete operations for the documents. 

 

Proposed System 

The customers are empowered for storing the data on the 

CLOUD servers as well as searching of the keywords is 

executed over cipher text area by the searchable encryption 

schemes. Because of various cryptography primitives, 

searchable encryption algorithms can be developed 

utilizing public key based cryptography or symmetric key 

based cryptography. 

The principle symmetric searchable encryption was first 

introduced by Song et al. where each and every word of 

any document is encrypted by it. This strategy has a high 

searching expense as it scans entire data collection word by 

word. A protected indexed structured has been defined by 

Goh along with the formulation of the security model for 

constructing an index which is also known as semantic 

security against adaptive chosen keyword attack. Recently, 

an efficient data structure is designed and implemented by 

Cash et al.  

A novel architecture is introduced by Cao et al. for solving 

the issue of searching multi keywords along with rank over 

encoded data which are stored on CLOUD Servers. 

However, the time for searching of this strategy increases 

exponentially going with the exponentially expanding size 

of the collection of document. Another design is given by 

Sun et al. which accomplishes better efficiency of the 

searching. 

Disadvantages of these systems include lower search 

efficiency as well as no keyword privacy. So, we propose 

here the essential secure dynamic ranking over searching 

for multi-keyword algorithm in the known cipher text 

demonstrates. And to get the higher effectiveness the 

enhanced dynamic ranking over searching for multi-

keyword algorithm has been used. 

We propose here the essential secure dynamic multi-

keyword ranked search algorithm in the known cipher text 

demonstrate. And to get the higher effectiveness the 

enhanced dynamic multi-keyword ranked search algorithm 

has been used. The main advantages of the proposed 

system are efficiency and it is secured.  

The system is implemented in Fig. 2 as one of the user 

uploads an input file to the Cloud Server. After the file is 

uploaded to the server, keywords are generated from the 

text file and weights have been given to all the keywords 

using TF*IDF. Then the file and all the keywords are 

getting encrypted and finally, the file will be uploaded to 

the Cloud Storage. Then the keywords are inserted into an 

index. 
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Fig. 2: System Implementation 

 

At the same time, another user may have requested for the 

file. He searches for the keyword and the keyword gets 

encrypted and matches with all the documents which 

contains the keyword given for search. Then the list of files 

has been shown to the user which has requested for the file 

based on the particular keyword with the weightage of the 

keyword which is generated by TF*TDF. And then the file 

is decrypted, downloaded and transferred to the user’s 

system who has requested for the file. 

We have used the five main methodologies for constructing 

the proposed system as: 

Key generation - In this module two keys are generated by 

the admin for encoding and decoding process. 

Access Control – In this module access control is given by 

the admin for the files which he is going to upload to the 

CLOUD. When admin uploads the file on the CLOUD, he 

encodes it with the help of master secret key for the 

security purpose. 

Keyword Indexing – In this module, the unnecessary words 

are removed from the file and keywords are found. Then 

the content weightage of the keyword has been calculated 

followed by converting the keywords into the hash code 

with the help of Message Digest 5 (MD5) scheme. And at 

last the hash code is placed into an indexed array. 

Send Public Key - Once the user requests to the admin for 

the key for decryption of the particular file, the admin has 

to send the corresponding public key to the user’s 

registered mail id. 

Search with Keyword – Search keyword has been given as 

an input to the user. The keyword has been converted into a 

hash code. The generated hash code has been sent to the 

server. And on the basis of the received hash codes, server 

checks the index of the keywords and lists all the matching 

file names to the users. Then it views the shortlisted files 

from the server. User can download the files and the file is 

decrypted with the owner’s public key. 

In this way uploading and downloading of the file is done. 

 

Conclusion 

In this paper, the cipher text search was explored for 

storing the data into the CLOUD. The issue of maintaining 

the semantic relation between various non-encoded 

documents over the related documents which are encoded 

is investigated and the outline technique is given to upgrade 

the execution search semantically. Privacy preserving is the 

practical issue for the data sharing system in light of public 

CLOUD storage where a data owner is required to circulate 

a substantial number of keys to the users so that they are 

empowered to get their documents. We proposed a concept 

of secure and dynamic keyword searching scheme which 

searches multiple keywords with rank over the data which 

are stored on the CLOUD in an encrypted form. Proposed 

architecture not only solves an issue of searching multiple 

keywords along with the rank associated with it but also the 

search effectiveness has been improved along with the rank 

protection as well as the relevance between the extracting 

documents. 
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